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The temperatures of thermoluminescence (TL) peaks and their corresponding thermally stimulated 
conductivity (TSC) counterpllrts are investigated for the case of temperature-dependent 
recombination probabilities and mobilities. The conditions under which the TL peaks will occur at 
higher temperatures than the TSC peaks, i.e., the normal order is inverted, are derived. 

The relation between corresponding thermally stimulated 
conductivity (TSC) and thermoluminescence (TL) peaks 
has previouslyl been theoretically investigated under the 
assumption that the recombination probability of free 
carriers with recombination centers is temperature in
dependent. It was shown that, under this assumption, a 
TL peak appears at a lower temperature than the asso
ciated maximum in the concentration of free carriers; 
the TSC peak will coincide with the carrier concentration 
peak provided that the mobility is temperature indepen
dent. In most simultaneous TL-TSC measurements dis
cussed in the literature, the TL peaks occur at lower 
temperatures than the TSC peaks (see Refs. 2-9 in 
Ref. 1). However, exceptions in which the TL peaks oc
cur at higher temperatures have also been observed. 2,3 

We discuss now the possibility of inversion of TL and 
TSC peak temperatures when temperature dependence of 
the recombination probability and the carrier mobility is 
taken into account. 

One of the basic equations· governing the TL phenome
non is 

dm 
I(t)==- -=Amn dt a' 

(1) 

where I is the TL intensity, t is the time (sec), m is the 
concentration of empty recombination centers (cm-3), na 
is the concentration of free charge carriers, and A is 
the recombination probability (cm3 sec-I). A is known to 
be the product of the cross section for recombination 
and the thermal velocity of free carriers. 4 According to 
Keating, 5 Bemski, 6 and Lax, 7 the cross section for re
combination varies with temperature as T OL

, where - 4 
"" Q! "" O. Since the thermal velocity depends on Tl/2, we 
have 

(2) 

The solution of Eq. (1) for a temperature-dependent re
combination probability will be considered now. Assum
ing any heating function T= T(t), we have A = A(t), and 
the solution of Eq. (1) is 

I(t) = moA(t)na(t) exp[ - f: A(t')nc(t') dt'], (3) 

where m = mo at t= O. Differentiating with respect to 
time, 

:! = moexp[ - fot A(t')na(t') dt'1(nc(-m+ A (~~c)_ A2~ J. 
(4) 
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The condition for the maximum of the TL curve is thus 

(5) 

where the subscript m designates values corresponding 
to the TL maximum. Equation (5) certainly reduces to 
(dncldt)m=An~ for a temperature-independent A, as 
shown previou~ly .1 For any monotOnically increasing 
heating function T= T(t), Eq. (5) can be written as 

(dn c\ rl; (dInA) 
\ Ttj m = Am am - (3mnam \CiT m' 

(6) 

where (3m= (dT/dt)m is the heating rate at the TL maxi
mum point. In order to determine whether the T L peak 
precedes the peak of na(T) or not, it is necessary to ex
amine the right-hand side of Eq. (6). If this expression 
is negative, then (dnjdt)m is negative when the TL 
reaches its maximum value, and therefore the na peak 
must have occurred at a lower temperature than the TL 
peak. Writing A=A'T", the right-hand side of Eq. (6) 
will be negative if 

This inequality will be true under certain circum
stances, provided that a> O. 

(7) 

If the recombination cross section is temperature inde
pendent, we have a = t. Taking a reasonable value of 
cross section for recombination S= 10-18 cm2, a TL peak 
at T m = 300 K and a heating rate at the peak (3m = O. 5 K! 
sec, any nam < 7 X 107 cm-3 would yield (dnj dt)m < 0, im
plying an inversion of the TL and na peak temperatures. 

If one now wishes to compare peak temperatures of TL 
and TSC, as distinct from TL and carrier concentration, 
the possible temperature dependence of the carrier mo
bility must be taken into account. 

According to Lax, 7 the mobility Il of free carriers is 
given by 

Il== Il'T&, 

where b assumes usually a value of -~, or sometimes 
- 2. 3. The conductivity a is given by 

(8) 

(9) 

where e is the charge of an electron. Since Il decreases 
with increasing temperature, a( T) may assume its max
imum value at a lower temperature than the na( T) func
tion. Combining Eqs. (9) and (1) one obtains, at the TL 
peak temperature, 
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J(t) = - - = - mn = Amn dm tA) -
dt Ile ' 

(10) 

where .if = AI Ile. Combining Eqs. (2) and (8) we obtain 

A=AIlle=(A'IIl'e)T", (11) 

where c = a - b, and A' and 11' are constants. One has 
- 2 .; c .; 2 for the previously described temperature de
pendence of the recombination probability, assuming 
that b takes on its usual value of - ~ . 

Because of the resemblance between Eqs. (1) and (10), 
the conclusions drawn from the former can be used for 
the latter. Thus the equivalent of Eq. (6) is 

(dU) _ - 2 (dInA) 
dt m -Amum - f3 mu m (iT m' (12) 

Any inversion of corresponding TL and TSC peak tem
peratures is governed by the sign of the right-hand side 
of Eq. (12). If that expression is negative, and assuming 
A given by Eq. (11), the condition for the appearance of 
a TL peak at a higher temperature than the correspond
ing TSC peak is then similar to condition (7), 
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(13) 

This is a less stringent condition (in terms of nc ) than 
Eq. (7), since the range of possible positive c v:lues (of 
necessity c ~ 0) is broader. 

Thus, writing c= 2, as compared to a= i earlier, nc 
< 2.8 X 108 cmos gives peak inversion. In cases where me is 
negative or zero, or even if it is positive but the right
hand side of Eq. (13) is smaller than the left-hand side, 
the "usual" order of appearance of TL and TSC peaks 
prevails. The two terms in Eq. (13) can, under very 
specific conditions, be equal, in which case the TL and 
TSC peak temperatures will coincide. 
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